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Fly me to the
moon
Come on, let's go fly the Archer BY IAN J. TWOMBLY

The sweepstakes
Archer reached top

speeds of 148 mph
during the 571-nm
flight from Frederick,

Maryland (FDK), to
Oshkosh (OSH).

The paint has been applied. The interior
has been replaced. Even the panel is
finished and working beautifully. Work

on your 2008 Get Your Glass Sweepstakes
Piper Archer is finished. It's time to go out
and have some fun and show it off to its

adoring fans.
Thanks to the work of Penn Yan Aero, Ox

ford Aviation, and Penn Avionics, this year's
sweepstakes airplane was finished earlier than

usual, giving the admirers at EAAAirVenture in
Oshkosh something to be thankful for. Those
who made the trek to the show and stopped by
AOPA'sBig YellowTent were treated to a beau
tifully finished airplane (save a few minor de- "
tails) to gawk at, take pictures of, and imagine
what it would be like to win such a nice air

plane. Although only one pilot will get to feel
that excitement of winning, we can all imagine
what it's like to fly N208GG.
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Your instrument rating
in ten days.

Training in your ~craft,
at your locanon.

--.-.

Straight and true
As soon as we picked up the
sweepstakes Archer in Iowa late
last year, we knew it didn't fly
precisely straight and true. Even
in smooth air with the perfect trim
setting, the airplane always seemed
to want to roll right.
Then later we began to notice it
was flying half a bailout to the
left. Late this summer we finally had
a chance to take it in to a shop for
a proper rigging adjustment.
On the recqmmendation of the
Piper Flyer Association, we sought
out Hagerstown Aviation Services
and the staff's rigging ex pertise
for the job. Joe Hart did the work,
and he found a number of issues.
The turn coordinator wasn't

precisely level in the panel, which
was causing our inclinometer
problem. He found the nosewheel
and rudder pedals didn't align
either. Finally, he discovered the
right wing did in fact appear to be
flying heavier. The Piper manual
says to adjust a flap to fix the
problem, which Hart did. As a
last touchup, he adjusted the push
rods on the ailerons to center the

yokes. Now the winner will have a
true hands-off airplane, autopilot
or not. -/JT

5-3611

design schemes, and the execution of
those designs, make the attention a sure
bet at every stop. Ask anyone who has
seen the airplane at a show and they'll
tell you the depth of the pearl basecoat
and silver fad.e can only be appreciated
in person on a sunny day.

After admiring the paint and doing
a thorough preflight, let's step into the
cockpit and settle into those custom
black leather seats. Are they as hot as
they might seem in the summer heat?
Chances are you'll agree with all the
passengers so far who said they were
surprised how cool it was inside the

features of your

new system. With

more than sixty
instructors to

choose from, we

can match one to your requirements.

And, whenever possible, we'll fly in

actual IMC to give you valuable "real

world" experience.

So, if you've had too many trips

cancelled or been stranded away from

home by weather, maybe it's time to get

your instrument rating. Call PIC today

at (800)-435-9437 (that's 800 1fly IFR)

to schedule your training or just answer

any questions you may have.

Professional Instrument
Courses, Inc.
1-800-435-9437 • www.iflyifr.com

For complete infOrmation or to reserveyour spot on the schedule,

call today toll-ftee: 1-800-435-9437 (that's 1-800-I-FLY-IFR)

or visit us at our website: www.iflyifr.com.

Sound good to you?

We're not surprised.

It's been sounding

good to pilots for

over twenty-five

years - over ten thousand of them.

PIC will send a mature, profession

al instructor to you. He'll be equipped

with a simulator approved for up to

twenty hours of your required instru

ment time. The proven, structured

course materials will guide you through

the process of learning. With explana

tions of the material, practice on the

simulator, and perfecting the procedures

in your airplane you'll become a safe and

confident instrument pilot.

Do you have new avionics in your

aircraft ... like GPS, or maybe a G 1000

or Entegra system? We'll assign an

instructor familiar with your equip

ment to teach you to use and enjoy the

One of the great appeals of this year's
airplane, aside from the modern avi
onics and striking appearance, is that
most of us have flown an Archer before.

Perhaps we learned in one, rented one,
or flew a friend's cherished bird. So

strap in and come along as we fly the
Get Your Glass Sweepstakes airplane to
Oshkosh.

It's an Archer

The first thing you notice when flying
the sweepstakes Archer is that it gets
lots of attention wherever it goes. Ox
ford Aviation's great paint and interior
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Despite a beautiful, high-tech panel, we
couldn't overcome ferocious headwinds to

OSH-not a comforting feeling when you're
flying over one of the biggest lakes in the
world (notice the Avidyne EX500 on the
right side of the photo) .

Garmin GNS430W GPS/nav/comms?

If not, I'll be sure to instruct you as we
make the flight. Without question, the
430Ws are the most complicated piece
of equipment in the Archer. While the
basic functions of tuning the radios
and entering a direct course are easy,
advanced functions take training. But
assuming you've used a 430 (the W
stands for WMS-enabled), flying this
Archer should be no problem.

There are no additional checks or

tests to go through with the Aspen be
fore takeoff. In that way, it's no more
difficult than a standard six-pack. Af-

PROTECT YOUR

FAMILY FOR·

LESS THAN TH E

PRICE OF A

CUP OF COFFEE

ter entering our course on the Garmin,
make sure the navigation source on the
Aspen is selected to GPS, and the HSl
needle will automatically slew to the
course, and continue to automatically
change as waypoints are passed.

After takeoff, notice the climb is

brisk. With its new engine, the sweep
stakes Archer is climbing better than
the book numbers. Today's a busy day
on the approach frequency, so instead
of worrying about missing our assigned
altitude, let's turn on the S-Tec System
Fifty Five X autopilot, dial in the alti
tude on the SA200 altitude preselect,
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Compare!
• Pilots, save BIGon the cost of

your full-coverage life Insurance!

• Policies Issued with a 30-day,
money-back guarantee
at no risk fa you

• A+ Rated Insurance Company

• Receive accurate quotes based on bath
your health and aviation Information

cabin. In fact, many have said it's cool
er than a standard airplane.

Just like in the Archer you've flown
in the past, we'll go through the before
start checklist (including four shots of
prime, thank you very much), and clear
the area. Then turn the key, press in,
and the Lycoming 0-360-A4M over
hauled by Penn Van Aero will fire right
up. It's at this point you'll realize you're
about to fly a glass cockpit airplane
without having to go through a number
of pages of checks beforehand. Despite
loads of capability, the Aspen Avionics·
EFDlOOOprimary flight display reduc
es pilot workload, as any glass display
should.

Taxiing out to the runup area, notice
that the Aspen has completely initial
ized and is giving us the full attitude, air
speed, altitude, and directional displays.
Now at the runup area, you know the
drill. Beneath that beautiful fac;ade and
highly integrated instrument panel, it's
the same Archer you're familiar with.

Let's go flying
Where N208GG really differs from the
Archers you've known and loved is
the panel. Are you familiar with the
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For less than what you might spend on your daily cup of coffee, you could
be establishing financial security for your family. At the Pilot Insurance
Center, we're pilots too, and our exclusive program can save you big
on your monthly premiums!

Get the insurance your family needs at a price you can afford.
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select the navigation mode, and push
"alt" and "vs" simultaneously: Now
the S-Tec will take over by navigating
laterally, and leveling off at the prese
lected altitude. It's an amazing thing to
watch. The interaction of the various

tools is starting to become evident
what a game changer all the equip
ment really is.

Reaching our desired altitude, set the
power with the digital tachometer indi
cation on the IP Instruments EDM-800
and settle in. Today we're flying at 6,000
feet and 75-percent power. Using the
EDM-800, enter the Lean Find mode

and lean the 0-360 to peak EGT. Expect
it to happen around 1,475 degrees E
From here it's our option, but I prefer
to run 100-degree rich of peak EGT, as
thl:!book says to do for best power.

Now is ttIe moment of truth. Do
the flap gap seals, 'Speedpants from
Laminar Flow Systems, and wing root
seals help the top end speed? The book
says the Archer should get 140 mph
at this altitude, power setting, and
outside air temperature. Today, like
every day the airplane has flown since
coming from the shops, we do better
than book-148 mph to be exact. So

Gentlemen, you havda
I've always imagined myself diving for
the start of the race at Reno, overtaking
the highly modified P-51s and Sea Furys.
And while I may not ever get the chance
to fly low and fast, I'll always be able to
say I'm a race winner. Let me explain.
Senior Editor Dave Hirschman and I have

been cooking up a race between the
sweepstakes Archer and a stock Archer
of the same vintage for a few months. We
made it happen recently, and the results
may surprise you.

The sweepstakes Archer has flap,
aileron, and wing root seals. It also sports
Speed pants. AOPA's 1979 Archer II has
none of those things. Even the stock
wheel pants are long gone, a testament to
its duty as a primary trainer. Hirschman
and I decided we could compare takeoff
distance, slow flight, stalls, climb, and
speed in our flight. The only way to make
it fair was to do it on the same day at the
same altitude, heading the same direction.
We're both experienced flying formation, so
that wasn't a problem. The race was on.
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www.acrelectronics.com

,~race!
Hirschman sprung out to an early lead
when 8121K stalled at only a slightly
higher speed; managed to keep up with
208GG in the climb; and exhibited nice

slow flight characteristics. But then came
the power. I knew I could get him here.
When Hirschman said he firewalled it, it
was time to show him who was boss. I
advanced power to the stop, watched,
andwaited. I couldn't believe it. He was

keeping up! What was wrong? I asked if he
had leaned out the engine. "About half an
inch," he said. I pulled back the mixture on
208GG and shot by like I was being fired
from a cannon. He was toast, and I knew
it. When I was safely clear, Hirschman
asked what my groundspeed was. "One
two-nine knots," I said proudly. "What's
yours?" "One-two-six," he said. So much
for my cannon metaphor. To anyone who
asks, I tell them weight was the reason
the sweepstakes Archer didn't do better
in the tests. Between 208GG weighing 75
pounds more, and my diet, we weren't in
top form. -UT
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while it's not blazingly fast, it is better
than the manufacturer says we should
do, and anytime that happens it's a
good day.

In cruise now, we settle in for the

long flight to our fuel stop. There's a 30
knot direct headwind, so this will take a

total of six hours offlying, including the
FISK arrival. To pass the time, let's turn
on music from PS Engineering's new
PMA8000B- MP3 audio panel. The folks
at the factory loaded a full gigabyte of
tunes, so we should be good all the way
to Oshkosh. The music plays clear and
crisp, like having an iPod installed in

ACR'sMicroFixTM406PersonalLocator

Beaconcansavethedaywhenyourlife is on
theline.Featuring5-pluswansof powerand
a professionalgradeinternalGPS,MicroFixis
fasterthana speedingbullet,morepowerful
thana locomotiveandableto sendyoursignal
ina singlebound.

Usingthe provenCOSPAS-SARSATsystem
thathassavedover22,000lives,ACRbeacons

THE SCIENCE

- Schedule_ Contract G&<J7F.Q372T

the panel. It's unfortunate their taste in
music includes 1980s dance beats.

Learning the avionics
So how was it flying the Aspen for the
first time? Well, if you are like most who
have had the opportunity, your answer
is probably "pretty easy." This is Aspen's
secret. Sure the unit has robust capa
bility and fits in the two holes previous
ly occupied by the attitude indicator
and directional gyro or HSI. But what
users recognize is how easy it is to get
accustomed to a piece of equipment as
advanced as a primary flight display.

accountfor at least60 percentof registered
beaconsworldwide.Thissupermodel.with
extrapowersandbuilt-inredundancies,will
identifythe locationevenwhereGPScan't
to bringhelpquickly.Youcantrust it to work
becausethetechnologyinsidehasbeen
torturetestedin impossiblyharshconditions.
Andthere'snosubscriptionfee.Whosays
therearenoheroesleft?

OF SURVIVAL

'111.5 MHz no longer satellite detectable as of February 1009



More advanced features may take time
to learn, but the basics are clear from
the beginning.

Senior Editor Dave Hirschman has

flown the sweepstakes airplane a few
times and offers the following impres
sion on the Aspen. "I got far more per
tinent and timely information from the
PFO than the steam gauges," he said.
''I'd glance at the vacuum attitude in
dicator and turn coordinator from time
to time-but the PPO proved it was for '
rea!." Editor in Chief Tom Haines also

had a chance to fly the Archer, and said
he was impressed with the Aspen's ca
pabilities and how much it offers for
the price.

But regardless of those first impres
sions, the sweepstakes winner, and any
other owner of a glass cockpit aircraft
for that matter, will have to get training
on the panel equipment. Many compa
nies make that easy. Garmin, for exam
ple, has a free PC-based training simu
lator that can be downloaded from the
Web site for its series of 430/530 units.
Between that, lots of outside resources
from ven.dors, and a wide knowledge
base in the flight training community,
the winner shouldn't have any prob
lem learning how to navigate the GPS'

Kannad
When an aircraft undergoes a major
facelift like the Archer has this year,
it's always a good idea to consider
changing peripheral items. Since
satellite monitoring of ELTswill
end February 1, 2009 (see "Blind
to the satellites," October Pilot),
it seemed like a logical time to
switch to a 406 MHz ELT.Kannad
is a first-time contributor this year,
supplying the airplane with a newly
certified 406 M Hz unit. The ELTis
GPS-enabled, meaning if anything
ever happens to the winner, search
and rescue personnel will be able
to fly directly to the scene. It's
great peace of mind. You can find
out more about Kannad's offerings
and contact the company for more
information (www.kannad.com).

various functions. The autopilot, PFO,
MFO, and engine analyzer will present
different training challenges. Avidyne's
EX500 multifunction display is an easy
box to use, and since not knowing it
isn't critical to flight safety, the winner

should have no problem seeking out
advice from the manual and then giv
ing it a try. The engine analyzer. is the
same, although more complicated.
Here again the manual comes in handy,

'especially when it's in the seatback
pocket for quick reference.

The S-Tec and Aspen are the big
learning challenges. A CPI seems like
the natural place to go for instruction
on the autopilot, but many will have
had no personal experience. S-Tec's
manual is very good, but it's not a bad
idea to seek help from another pilot
with experience in the box and go fly
ing for a while to make sure you fully
understand its functions before flying
solo. Finally, since Aspen's PFO is a new
unit, the outside resources for training
are still not there. The manual is excel
lent, but there's no substitute for the
real thing.

Although we will give the winner
some basic instruction in all the panel's
various toys, it will be up to him or her
to maintain proficiency and discover
the inner depths of what the airplane
can do. ACRII.

E-mail the author at ian.twombly@
aopa.org.


